Name - Gary Cleveland AM

Email Address - gary.cleveland80@gmail.com

Stakeholder Group - Other

Organisation Name - Budgets of Care Limited

Industry Sector - Not applicable

Geographical Region - Oceania (Australia & New Zealand)

Comments

My comments are in two parts.

Firstly to congratulate you on the efforts you are making to improve the future of all through influencing the behaviour of Financial Capital providers and how they relate to corporate bodies.

Secondly to ask if you are intending in the future to turn your attention to the other, in our view far greater, providers of financial capital - those who fund the basically non financial sector of organisations such as medicine, education, sport, entertainment, religion, social clubs, etc?

Whilst these are predominantly governmental large amounts of finance come from sources such as philanthropy, community, etc. I doubt any one disagrees with the overriding influence of these capital providers on our future.